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PREFACE
The object1ve of the research for this paper is the
achievement of a personal learning experience which formed
a 'background for the h1stor1cal develolX!lent of the Junior
High School Movement and the role of Guidance within that
develottnent.
The 1nit1al research of th1s study began with a set
of questions.

Six counselors and six different schools

were interv1ewedr they were free to direct the interview.
Personal 1nterv1ew1ng, which permitted spontaneity,
was aimed at info rmation of ongoing prog rams and activitiest
and exploration of the value placed upon the prog rams.
Information and evaluations were very similar.

All

the counselors were pleased with their orientation and
testing programs.

On the other hand, each placed only

slight importance upon giving social 1nformation indi
vidually or in groups1 accordingly, guidance courses and
homeroom and core were all lacking guidance objectives.
Noticeable, on the part of all the counselors, was the dis
trust and lack of unity between counselors and teachers.
These results had an impact upon the direction of this
pape1·.

Primarily, the interviews accomplished these benefits•

stimulated interest in the guidance literature of Junior High

Schoolsa created better standards for judging what wa s of
value in the reading, seeing the gap between reality and
theoretical research.
The first objective in the research was to chronicle
the history of the Junior High Sohoolt the second, to
evaluate the importance of guidance in the Junior High
Schoolt and, finally, to review the guidance activities and
programs not stressed by the counselors interviewed.

iv

CHAPTr R I
..

Tm£ JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOi,
AND GUIDANCP. VALUF-Sa
PARTNFRS IN EDUCATION

An Introduction
The history or the junior high eohool eT1denoee a
Ab111t1 to ohange ••em•

built-in eda�t1bil1t1 to change,

neceeear11y to be inherent in th• junior h1gh eohool
etructure to meet the needs ot each new generation 1n
oonatantl1 changing enT1ronmenta.

There 1• a co1U11un1oat1on•

prOT1a1on pattern 1n the junior high school.
with early adoleaoenta,
needs.

Thia pattern,

C011.1Bun1cat1on

followed b7 proY1e1on tor their

h1ator1oally,

entails proY1d1ng junior

high school student• with more real)Ona1b111t7 than thoee in
ele.entary school and leae than thoae 1n the high aohool.
F.lementa ot guidance are oomMon to a l.lloet eTery aepeot
ot the junior h1#h eehool.

Guidance pr1no1plee aeem to be

a norm in eetabl1sh1n� most ot the junior high school pro
grams and aot1Y1t1•• and determ1n1ng 11an7 of the object1Y••·
These pr1no1�1•• are reflected,
orientation program,

tor exam �le,

1n the sohool's

1t• operation as a transitional school,

1t• empha•1• on knowing and aeet1ng the needs of adolaeoents,
1te major concern wlth the student rather than w1th the
aubJeot matte?",

and its ph1loaoph1ea t)f core and homeroom.

Objeot1Tea of guidance eeem to haYe had a etrong 1n
tluenoe upon the junior high sohool tram it• Tel"J' 1noept1on.
-

1

-
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The importance of guidance in the junior high sohool ls
clear.

Past and present programs have attempted to con

struct a natural setting for learning.

The junior high

sohool emphasized pupil participation, while promoting
freedom and res ponsibility in attempting to solve problems
common to most young persons of the junior high school.
D1souss1on of problems common to students during
adolescence not only has immediate, current value to the in
dividual student and the student group, but chances are good
that discussion of their different experiences will be con
tinued throughout their lives.
feelings is not easy.

Learning to express personal

In our culture, it is easier to hide

feelings than to express them openly.

The pupil needs

assistance in being comfortable and responsive about his in
dividual junior high school career.

He will then be more

open in expressing fear, doubt, idealism, sensitivity, and
the security of present and future life hopefully during his
entire life as well as during his junior high period.
The quality of junior high school environment then be
comes extremely im portant.

The philosophy and programs of

the junior high soh�ol aim at creating an environment which
allows students to influence this environment through par
tici pation.

In order to participate fully, the youth must

feel "at home," comfortable, 1n an atmosphere 1n which the

- 3 -

teaching and counseling staff is easily approachable.
The following chapters are directed toa the histori
cal chronology of the junior high school environment, the
influence that guidance has within the junior high, the
elements necessary to achieve the desired environment.

CHAPTER II
THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL MOVEMENT
The im portance of adjusting to change has been acknow
ledged by educators since the 1900's.

The frequency of

change appears to be a characteristic of the twentieth
century society.

The quickness required in our society to

make decisions and to adjust to change were princi pal causes
for reorganizing the educational structure of the American
school system.
Two major crusades in secondary education have attempted
to remain abreast of the changes in our society and cultures
First. through developnent of the junior high school and.
second, through extension of guidance services. educators
have tried to prepare the student for "meeting the challenge
of ohange." 1
Charles

w.

Elliot. former president of Harvard Univer-

sity. is often considered the educator who generated the
movement of reorganizing the American educational system.
President Elliot. in a speech before the National Educational
Association in 1888, questioned the eight-four grammar-high
school organization.

Elliot desired to reduce time spent by

1 Homer Arhelger and Maurice A. McGlasson, Guidance in
Indiana Junior Hish Schools (Indiana Un1vers1tya Bureau of
Educational Studies and Testing, j964), p. 1.
- 4 -
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elim1natin� the needless repetition commonly present in
seventh and eighth grades.

Elliot wanted high school academics

introduced sooner, thus inspiring educational interest in
students and shortening college preparation.

Th1s was ex-

pected to bring about oondit1ons for fostering educational
processes.2
The National Education Association formed three committees during the years from 1907 to 1909 to study the matter.
Put committees, after much talk, favored a six-six system.3
The movement analyzing the eight-four system continued
to grow nevertheless.

Psychologists were attempting to under-

mine the mental discipline theories.

G. Stanley Hall's

adolescence studies supported the break of grades seven and
eight from the elementary curriculum, thus allowing for
different educational programs at age twelve.

Other studies

suggested that retarded pupils acquire practical training be
fore they quit sohool.4
In 19 20, Thomas H. Briggs, Professor of Education at
Columbia University, also advocated reorganizing the eightfour system.

In a school composed of only three consecutive

2Mauritz Johnson, William E . Busacker, and Fred Q. Eowman,
Junior High School Gu1dang§ (New Yorke Harper and Brothers, 1961),
p. 3.
)Ibid., P• 3.
4
Ib1d., p. J.

-

grades,

�I

-

he felt spec1alized programs would be better ut11-

ized and experimentation could be more easily introduced.5
Eriggs recommended that seventh and eighth grades be
prepared for high school academics and for life activities.
He criticized the time devoted to review.
that,

Briggs reasoned

since the educational growth of students 1n grades

one to six was almost unnoticeable in comparison to their
educational growth in seventh and eighth grades,

a school

should be provided which would be separated from the f irat
six grades.6
Briggs repudiated the practice of extending the same
teaching practices from first to eighth grades and then,
after eighth grade,

abruptly changing the procedure for

students entering high school.

Briggs also contended that

reorganization was necessary because personal and vocational
guidance was necessary for students in the upper pre-high
school grades.?
An additional factor favoring revision of the educational
structure was the belief by many educators that the number of
dropouts would be reduced if experiences of a secondary nature

5Thomas H. Briggs,
Houghton Mifflin, 1920),
6 Ibid.,
7rb1d.,

pp. 11-15 .
r�.

11

�i.:.

The Junior High School,
PP• 7-15 .

(Bostons
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were received sooner 1n the child's education.
late as 1910,

d

Fven as

there was a high drooout rate in the American

school system.

Less than one half of the elementary school

pupils completed

the fifth A:'rade.

Some type of placement

counseling was urgently needed a.t this time in the guidance
of students.

9

Another reason for the
given by ?rank Punker,
Berkeley,

California,

junior high school movement was

Superintendent of Schools in
in 1910.

Punker was one of the first

two superintendents 1n the country to introduce the sixthree-three organization.

Superintendent Bunker said the

major reason for restructuring the school system was an
overcrowded high school.

However,

the instructional program

was immediately modified in the new

junior high schools

even if over-crowdedness was an initial reason.10
Guidance was set into the anatomy of the

junior high

Its main strength and purpose was vocational counsel-

school.

1ng to assist pupils leaving school.

The emphasis on voca-

tional guidance diminished as child labor laws were established

8A report from association for Supervision and Curriculum
(A Cornm1ss1on on Secondary Curriculum} Washington, 1961.
9

School

Nelson Bossing and Roscoe Cramer,
(Boston

c

Houghton Mifflin Co.,

The Junior 1'.igh
p. 261 •

196 5),

10
William T. Gruhn a n d Harl R. Douglass, The Modern
Junior Hie;h School, (New York a 1rhe Roland Press Co., 1 94'7),
p. 37.

-

"'

)

-

and as the junior high educators continued to search for
the needs of this particular age group.11
The junior high school movement was brought about to
separate students from twelve to fourteen from the other
educational levels because of a need for a special environm.ent for this age group.

This new environment broke

the ground for other environmental changes.

The junior high

school was to become a specialist in relating to the student
in this age group and in meeting his needs.

11Johnson,

Busacker,

and Bowman,

supra,

p.

4.

CHAPTER

III

PURPOSES OF THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLa
RELATIONSHIP TO GUIDANCE OBJECTIVES
Early Purposes and Objectives
When the junior high school was first established, its
existence as a separate, distinct part of the educational
system had to be justified.

The junior high school was left

with the task of supplying a more effective method of dealing
with learning experiences than the foregoing eight year
elementary school and the four year high school.�

It was

necessary for the founders to show purposes and functions
which would be beneficial and easily understandable.2
The functions emphasized most often by early authorities
of junior high school education are, in some areas, closely
related to the functions and activities or a guidance program
of today.3
The following is a list of purposes which these early
educators set forth for the junior high school.

The purposes

1w1111am Van T11, Gordon F. Vars, and John H. Lounsbury,
Modern Education for the Junior High School Years (Indianapolis a
Bobbs-Merrill Co,, 1961), p. 23.

2W1lliam T. Gruhn and Harl R. Douglass, The Modern Junior
High School (New York• Roland Press Co., ".1.947), p. 52.
3oepartment of Guidance Services, Office of the Superin
tendent of Public Instruction, Elementary School Guidance 1n
Illinois, (1965), pp. 143-44.
- 9 -
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or �oals which are also recognized guidance goals are
preceded by an asterisks
"1.

2.

*3·

To effect economy of time in education.
To reduce the elim\nation of pupils from school.
To bring about closer articulation between
elementary and secondary education.

*4.

To provide an educational program suited to the
needs , abil1t1es , and interests of children dur
ing early adolescence.·

*5 •

To provide vocational training for those pupil s who
are l i kely to leave echool early.

*6.

To provide opportunities and facilities for guidance
of pupils 1n making personal , social , educational ,
vocational deci s ions and adjustments.

*?.

To provide more satisfactorily for meeting the
differences that exist among abil i t i es of individual
pupils.

* B.

To provide opportunit i e s for pupils to discover,
explore, and develop potential interests , abilities ,

anf.

*9.

c.nti tudes .

To provide for those conditions wh1oh will lead to
well-integrated learning outcomes for the individual.

*io.

4
To provide increasingly for social exper1enoes."

4Gruhn and Douglas s , p. 52.

- lJ

-

Between 1920 and 1 927, the emphasis on functions of the
Educational documents and

junior high school began to shift.

education.al leaders were showing a change of interests.5
Less emphasis was placed on three main functions of the junior
high school--economy of time, the retention of pupils, and
beginning vocational educat1on.6

Previous emphasis on economy

of time through early introduction of secondary school subjects
shifted to the elimination of waste in the school program.
Concern for keeping pupils enrolled in the junior high school
lessened greatly when youths were unable to obtain jobs dur
ing the depression of the 1930's and when the compulsory school
attendance age was raised.

Vocational guidance then became

a

senior high school concern because pupils were staying 1n
school longer.7
Present Purposes and Objeot1ves
As the junior high school movement grew and improved,
some of its oharaoterist1os changed.

In 1954, John Lounsbury

studied the opinions of 212 junior high school principals and
57 educational leaders, most of whom were supervisors,
superintendents, directors of instruction, or college pro-

5van Til, Vars, and Lounsbury, p. 29.
6cruhn and Douglass, pp. 52-53.
7tb1d.,

l.

- 12

fesncrR of

.Listed. h. elow are fifteen idee.s

Aducatlon.

. J oun�bnr:r .:-:roup

-

ju.c1.;.�ed to be '.'"a11d

characterir-tics of

p un po s e s ,

junior high school.

the

reflected in F lem ent ary School Cu1cance in
cb.Rracteristlcs.

which the

functions,
Seven

and

of these are

Illinois ns �ulda�cP.

These are noted by aster1sk.8

These itens

re�resent a considerably more sophisticated statement of
F-md

0..

more

iria1Yidua1
hir·h

obvious concern with the person an.d adjustnent

e�ucators

on

12.

na.r--e

Powever,

''1ee item 4,

na�e

��1.

po�s1 ble a

2.

junior

to students'

i 2).

To

make

of

early adolescents.

nrop:ram

more suited to the nature

1'o continue common education o.nd prov i de better for

experience

'.Vo urovide

responsibility,
*4.

tfle

the early educators were

the 1ntep:ra.tion of varyinp: educ ationa l

�"'3.

of

s t udent than did the o rigin al purposes listed by

still aware that the pro�ram had to be di rected
needs

purposes

1n sh aring ,

the

experiences.
acceptance of"

and self-direction.

�o di s cov er the aptitudes,

interests,

of individual nupils by testing,

and ca-oacities

counselinf:,,

and

exploratory work.
i�s.

To nrov1de soc1al1z1n� experiences throurh
activi ties,

8Depa.rtment

of

p:roup l-Jork,

and

Guidance Services,

s ocia l

oth e r informal s1. tuat1ons.

pp.

ll!.3-l�L�.

- 13 -

6.

To enrich the programs of the seventh and eighth
grades by providing shops. laboratories. and other
special features.

7.

To provide more adequately for guidance and
counseling.

*8.

To provide opportunities for seventh and eighth
grade pupils to participate in extracurricular
activities. such as clubs. teams, etc.

*9.

To improve the holding power of the schools, reduce
dropouts.

10.

To provide prevocational training, orientation, and
exploration.

11.

To provide for the exploration of various subject
and interest areas through short-term or try-out
courses.

12.

To reduce the retardations and failures of pupils.

t).

To make possible a gradual introduction of the
elective system.

14.

To provide special classes for retarded and/or
advanced pupils.

*t5.

To make possible a gradual transition from elementary
school conditions and practices to those of the high
school."9

The purpose which Lounsbury ranked first "to make

9van Til, Vars, and Lounsbury, p. 36.

- �� -

-possible a program more suited to the early adolescents"
is a marked change from the first purpose of the early
educators--"to effect economy of time in education."

This

program for early adolescents was intended to achieve "in
tegration of varying educational experiences," such as
"sharing the acceptance of responsibility and self
d1reot1on."

Guidance and counseling was to be utilized to

discover the students' aptitudes, interests, and ca pac1ties1
special classes and electives were also to be part of the
program.10
James

B.

Conant, a current educational authority, has

added a few more recommendations for the direction of junior
high school education.

The "Conant Report• recommendations

disagreed 1n some aspects with the Lounsbury opinionnaire.
Conant's recommendations were fora
"1.

Departmentalized teaching

2.

Homogeneous grouping

J.

Earlier differentiation in pupils' programs

4.

Economy of time through earlier college prepar
ation" 11

Conant was, however, 1n complete agreement with other
spec1f ic purposes and functions set down in the Lounsbury
reports

10van Til, Vars, and Lounsbury, p. J8.
11van Til, Vars, and Lounsbury, pp. 4)-44.

- 1_5 -

"1.

The introduction of an elective system

2.

The provision for socializing experiences

).

The discovery of aptitudes,

interests,

and

capacities of individual pupils

4.

The more adequate provision for guidance and
counseling

5.

The gradual transition from elementary to high
school"

12

Since the beginning of the junior high school movement
in �910,

some of the functions and purposes of the junior

high school have varied,
stable.

while others have remained relatively

Reported surveys show that guidance pr1nc1ples were

present among the junior high school functions and characterist1 cs from 1ts inception.

The established historical purposes

and functions of the junior high school,
played so large a part,
filling student needs,
ment,

of which guidance has

such as relating to the student,

ful

and establishing an effective environ

are still strong elements of the junior high school

today.

12van
T11, Vars,

and Lounsbury,

p. 44.

CBAP'rF.R

IV

'I'HE IMPORTANCE OF GUIDANCE
IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

The Development of Guidance
Some type of educational guidance has undoubtedly been
present ever since man had the choice of staying in the woods
to hunt, live on the plains to shepherd hi s animals, or to
operate as a farmer 1n community.

As an organized program of

public education, however, guidance was introduced only 1n t h i s
1
century.
The growth of guidance services has been due to many
The firs.t major aspect or concern of guidance was

factors.

This polnt of view was largely a product of the

vocational.
times.

The fast growth into an industrial nation and the American

concept of " equal opportunity .. produced the need for vocational
guidance.

Initially, formal guidance

aspect of man -- his job.

was related to only one

Realizing that unhappiness could be

caused by reasons other than occupational adjustment, guidance
innovators became interested in mental health and personal adjustInterest 1n personal adjustment greatly widened the scope

ment.
I

2
of guidance serviees.

1

Maur1tz Johnson, William E. Eusacker, and Fred Q. Bowman.
Harper & Brothers, 1961), P• 2
Junior High School Guidance (New York•
2

Ib1d.

,

:i-·.

2.

- 16 -
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Develonment of or�anized programs of guidance coincided
with develooment of the junior high school.
success to the other.

Various guidance concepts aided in

winning public esteem for the

junior high school.

cedures had a proving ground in the
developing together,

Each brought

Guida.nee proBy

junior high school.

their roots have intertwined to such an

extent that they are 1nseparable.J
According to Briggs,

an early spokesman for the junior

high school,
"The importance of guidance,

both personal and educational,

increases with departmentalization.

In order that the

1nd1v1dual pupil may not be neglected by his several
teachers,
.

it seemed not only wise,

but actually imperative

that some adult should be appointed his adviser.114
From the beginning of the separate junior high school,

both the

children and their parents needed information concerning the
separate three-grade unit school and 1te future eduoat1onal
Moreover,

programs.

the need for vocational guidance was

strengthened by the fact that so many adolescents were quitting
school to �o to work.5

)Ibid.,

P•

1.

,

4Thomas H. Briggs,
Mifflin, 1920), P• 253 •
5

Ib1d.,

PP•

256,

The Junior B1gh School,

259.

(Bostons

Boughton

-

18

-

Another early authority ot the junior high school,
William Smith, summed up the junior high sohool guidance program
relationship•

"Guidanoe is the very keystone ot the Junior

high school 1dea."6
F.arly writers on junior high school education, including
Thomas

H. Briggs and Calvin Davis, also considered exploration

''

ot a student's potential and guidanoe to be interrelated
t"unctions of the junior high school.

The student's search to

discover his own interests, abilities, and potentials was seen
to be a necessity 1f he was to relate these findings to areas
ot school work.

7

As a matter of history, inclusion of a guidance program
in almost every educational program seams desirable.

In many

educational programs, such as programs ot instruction and in
various student aot1vities, gu1danoe serves 1n an indirect role.
Guidance services provided by the school are usually for the
purpose ot administration and teachers' relating to the pupil
as an individual rather than

a recipient ot educational serv1oes.

This hopefully lessens the impersonal school environment often
8
found in the u.s. educational system.

6will1am Smith, The Junior High School (New York•
Company, 192?), P• 377•
7

Bossing and Cramer, p. 274.

8
Johnson, Busacker, and Bo11!1lan, P• 16.

Macmillan

�

L �I

..

..

-

Most members of the junior school staff

still need to

�e encoura�ed to take part in the guidance program.
spec1al1sts need the cooperation and help of
in

Guidance

all other members

order to respond to pupils' problems and to guide them in

adjustments and decisions.

The role of

a guidance program

must devote itself

to the total school personnel in order that

the student may be

consistently

helped with adjustments and

9
dec1sions.
Guidance includes all that ls done purposefully to aid
each pu:0il to p;row 1n self-understanding

and self-direction

and to develo� to his fullest potential in education,

interest,

10
and talent.
It is usually
staff

recognized that all member::t

inf luence the curriculum.

The

of

the school

guidance department's

influence is often indireot--through introduction of staff
members to new ideas.

11

Most curriculum writers seek some

knowledF.e concerning the p·sychological theory
At the junior high school level,

the individual is often under

some 11f e-school-selfadjustment stress,

so psy chological concepts

must guide students at th1s particular level.

9
Ibid. ,
jQ

of

Lester·

P•

of learning.

The

guida.
. nce

17

D, Crow,

and Allee Crow,
Guidance Services (New York1 McKay,
j1Possing & Cramer,

p.

95,

Or
n1zat1on and Conduct
19�), p. 11.

�

The Junior High School.

- 20 pro�ram is directed
with soc1Stl,

to helping the student of this age group

personal,

and

cultural problems.12

Guid9.nce principles establish the educational environment.
Without an effectively operating guidance system,

it is not

possible to truly democratize the school system.13
democracy,
Thus,

In a

the concern is with the person as an individual.

the dignity and growth of each individual personality
Teaching �emocrat1c prin-

must be the most important concern.

ciples of living and the importance of a representative demoera.tic form of government are major concerns of the u.s.
educational system.

Assisting the student in recognizing that

he

(and his fellow-students) are important and unique is
.
14
essential to this teaching.
Self-respect is the groundwork for respecting others.
Students learn to feel dignity for others by first experiencing
dignity sho�m to them.

Counselors and teachers desiring.to

k;ncw how to treat the studept as an

individual is prob-

ably the greatest assurance that he will value individuality.15

1 2rb�d.,

p.

95 & 101.

13sm1th, p. 377.
14van Til,
15Ib1d.,

P•

Vars,

180.

and Lounsbury,

p.

180.
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The Role of Guidance Services
�he sert.1ces usually assumed to be part of a guidance
program are concentrated in three areas.

The first area of

concern is counseling the 1nd1v1dual and assisting him with
necessary adjustment.

D1scover1ng problems with which the

pupil needs a8s1stance and the making of pertinent plans for
their solutions are both part of this first area.
The second phase of the guidance program is that of
gathering,

evaluating,

and relating information.

Pertinent

aspects of this information are then related to the individual
pupil,

his parents,

1n his welfare.

his teachers,

and others who are interested

16

The third division of the guidance program is coord1nat1ng the total guidance effort.

The a1m is to coordinate

the guidance program effectively with the educational program
while promoting guidance purposes.17

At the same time,

the

guidance program is oriented to the individual pupil and the
pa.rt he plays in the total function of the school.

Guidance

seeks to eliminate the impersonal effects of our educational
system.

tB

16

Johnson,

17 Ibid.•

Busacker,

'

.- •

18Ib1d.,

� .

..

�•
.

.

and Bowman,

•

,. ,,

•

-

??

·-

.
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To discover other areas which require some phase of
guidance in the junior high school,

1t helps to totally isolate

the junior high school from other educational levels,

The

student entering the junior high school has ended one form of
education and will shortly be engaging in another,
junior high school is a transitional school.

19

The

One of the unique

functions of the junior high school 1s to help provide a smooth
transition from elementary to secondary level.

The staff members

of all school levels from elementary to secondary must be involved
in helping the student to adapt to his new environment.

20

The Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development
sets out three suggestions for aiding the student in making this
transition.

According to the Association, schools can help

students adapt to their new environment bya

" 1.

Maintaining a security balance from the old and
familiar to the new and strange.

2.

Developing continuity for the child as an individual
and continuity for the whole group of youths�

3.

Improving human relations 1n the school through
appropriate administrative procedures and guidance,"

19

Ibid.,

p.

1 O.

20

Boss1ng and Cramer, p.

21
Ib1d.,

P•

63.

63.

21
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I'he
In

l'otal Guidance

progra.m.rning

the

Prot:r.ram

j unior high school, knowledgeaLle

persons at 'to th the lower and higher educational levels should
thereby bringin� eff e ctive unity to the various

be included,

?2

educational levels. - -

Al though the transl t1on betv;een educa.-

tional levels as an area o f concern necessarily involve s tJ:e
entire faculty,
in

tbe

of

p:uid anc e

of the guidance department.

hanci.s

tas� lies

The under lyint".. �ssumption

orientation program s is to assist with something

unfa�iliar.23
lnforrr.in.r:

the major respons1�111ty for this

the

A v a riab le guidance program for preparing and
stude nt s who

enter

and leave the j unior higb

sctool hopefully f1·e e s the student of unnecessary worries.
As
iz:rfldual

the you th adjusts to the new

j unior high

b e obvious.

pror�rams and

vu1dancc

The simple av aila bi l i ty of �..lidancf�

personnel can help students to feel

secure in early ad jus tment to the school.
tbe

The f.<Uidance progr.am

junior high school burden of developlnp; both good

techniques of

individual student relationships and

deal with large �roups of students.
and

his

growth lri self-conf 1dence and in desire to tackle n e w

e\rents 1·iilJ

cart·ies

s et -up ,

programs to

1�th individual counselin�

�rroup programs are necessary in assisting students w1 th

problems of adjusting to

a

new environment.

22rb1d.. "P· 64.
23Johns0n,

r usack � r .

and Ecrwman, p. 45.

The second set of factors which distinguish the junior
hi�h school from other educational levels are the c�aracterist1cs
a4
of the pupils at this -particular stage of development.

Conse

quently, there are also distinct expectations on the part of
educators and others as to the junior high student.

The following

major changes may occur in the early adolescent during the
junior high school yearsi
01.

Rapid and disproportionate growth.

2.

Self-consciousness and concern about body changes.

3.

Increased safety hazards from more independent
acttv1ties and a wider field of operation.

4.

Social significance in the peer group of appearance
and stamina.

5.

Emotional consequences of changing roles and changed
social conditions.025

The attention of the junior high school to the pupils' struggles
in adjusting to and understanding these changes is quite
important.

The good mental health of the students requires

the use of guidance as an organized service and of guidance
awareness by the entire staff.26
During adolescence, the increased and different social
contacts seem to produce a strong sense of self and a drive to

24
25

Ib1d., p. 12.
Ibid.,

'P.

12.

26Ib1d.,

p.

, 2.
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search for personal identity.

The search for

self-identity

is a slow process and this process is often difficult.
counselor may assist

a

student by assuring him that the

difficult process of searching for identity is
part of oaturing.27

The

just

nonnal

tr•e junior

The predominant motivation of

high school pupil is self-discovery.

a

The school shoulo

con

sider it a main duty to respond to that motivation.28
Responsibility for ascertaining each child's abilities
and potential also calls for a well-organized guidance program.
The school helps the student see not only who he is,
he can be.
and

To this end,

uniquely

assessment,

''different"

it helps him see how he is

a

In

self-

v�riety

Re must be helped to ask these questions throush

individual testing and counseling.
talents,

importantly

from his fellow-students. 29

the individual student must ask himself

of questions.

but who

The youth's interests,

and mental ability must be understood by him as well

as by the counselor and the teacher.JO
In a rapidly changing society,
with and in it is important.

Motivation aids the

27psychology of Adolescence.
5th Edition., n. 267.
2 8Johnson,
29

Fusacker,

motivation to change

Cole.

and Bowman,

Luella

p.

62.

p.

14.

Charles Smith, p. 27 1.

3oJohnson,

Busacker,

and

Bowman,

ind.ividual

( re1•T York I , 9 5q).

...

�h ..

in adjusting to new situations,

especially as the amount
In our society,

of difficulty varies or increases.

reasons for changa often seem unclear,
conditions seems foggy,

where

and understanding of

self-motivation produces the drive

for the individual to search for clarity about himsel!.
The

31

junior high school has stressed -Che idea that

students need to develop an ability to meet problems of

a

personal and social nature.

as

In the

at all other educational levels,

junior high school,

motivation is necessary to

aid pupils in putting to use the skills,
standings brought about by education.

knowledge,

and under

Motivation must be

present for the chief aim of education--the bringing about
of change--to be carried out.

The self-motivated individual

will place a higher value on the social and personal skills
achieved through education,

because the skills will be tools

2
for fulfilling his ob jectives.3
value of the
if the

Ultimately,

the educational

junior high years will have little lasting effect,

student is not self-motivated to learn,

to accent personal responsibility.

to mature,

and

The simple meeting of

enforced requirements rarely affects the student's person.

31

Ibid.,

32

rb1d.,

p.

266.

p.

266.
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Another area

1n which youth may need assistance 1s

with the struggle for mature independence.

The desire for

independence goes hand in hand with the search for personal
identity.

Dependency is prolonged in our culture because

of the length of our educat1or.ial period and because of financial
need.

No two students will search for independence in exactly

the same way,

because no two students are exactly alike.

Because of this,

the junior high school must make available a

variety of opportunities for youth to experience ways in which
to express their urges for independence.

The school's program

must provide such opportunities as participation for small
programs, group work in the classroom,
homeroom,

discussions in the

and guidance programs in the homerooms.33

Despite the length of the formal education period and
the physical isolation of
child's total

environment,

the educational m111eu from the
students are eventually accountable

for their educational experience in the competitive world of
responsibility.

As they are provided with an opportunity to

accept responsibility for their education,

the gap between

elementary and secondary education becomes less.

Students

can exercise more respons1b111ty in the adolescent years through

33 Ibid.,

P• 70.
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school act1v1t1es.34

Expecting students to assume responsibility

aids the student in a creative acceptance of the challenge
of responsibility.

By accepting responsibility, the student

gains self-confidence.

If he rejects respons1b111ty, it will

hopefully be noticed by a faculty member so that attention
and help may be given to the student.

Expectations are mean-

1ngless, however, unless the opportunity for democratic respons1bility is also provided.

Growth in the ability to handle auto-

nomous transactions and self-governl!lent often depends upon
emotional support from the school personnel as new stresses
are encountered.

·rhe junior high school program must then

help the students acquire the determination to seek ways to
solve their personal and group problems.35
Young people also need assistance along social lines.
The junior high school must be constantly involved in assisting
the adolescent with his social needs, such as forming social
relationships and views.

Students of the junior high school

age are expected to extend their interest beyond themselves
and their group.

Their concern for the community and the

problems of mankind are also expected to 1ncrease.36

Junior

high school programs must help the adolescent learn appropriate

34Junior High School vs. the Traditional 8-4 Eigh School
Organization.
3.5Bossing and Cramer,
36Johnson,

P•

5 3.

Busacker, and Fowman, p.

13.
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independent functionin.a-.

Opportunities must be given for

him to develop and enhance his socialization skills witbin
There is a great need for wann but firm

his

peer �roup.

and

dependable adults to form

a relationship with him.37

The skill of winning and keeping friends is a strong
need

during

junior high school years.

The social,

physical,

and other c�anges experienced at this level increase the
.

desire to relate with the opposite sex and to
peer grou�.
important.

38

value of the
for

a

Ac�ieving status within the group al�o becomes
Tre school staff muRt understand tr.e nature and
peer

group.

The need for belonging is strong

junior hi6h school students.

uncertainty,

belong tc

Rapid changes bring

thus the security of a group is important.

Eeinp; a nember of

a group aids young people in developing

qualities needed later in our democratic society.
the yo,1ng person can achieve mer1t by
not in his own immediate family.

In a �roup,

judgment from others

This gives him a chance to

further d�velop and 1raprove his self image.39
A necessary rart of the school program are those act1vities,

both social and aca.dem1c,

wh1ch offer opportunities

for the menbers of both sexes to work together.

37

Rossing and Cramer,

38Ib1d.,

p.

76.

39rbid.,

p.

76.

p.

74.

Dy workinp;

together in a common project or activity,

persons of each

sex will increase in understanding of the other and will
gain a feel1ng of ease and self-conf 1dence in relating to
Establishing and maintaining friendships with

the other,

the opposite sex continues to be a problem during secondary
education,

40

The strictly educational em�hasis in the junior high
school is upon assisting each student with his general knowledge
rather than upon the student acquiring great confidence 1n a
particular subject area.

Knowledge of subject matter should

never be as great or as important as the students taking the
courses.

Physical, emotional, and social growth frequently

are the main concerns of the students, rather than intellectual
growth.

41

This is the main reason for placing guidance in

the junior hig- h school,

42

_

�rom
�
his own po1nt of v 1 ew, th e

needs a student seeks help in meeting area
process of self-discovery,

starting the

building friends, understanding

and adjusting to physical growth, gaining independence, and
relating to the opposite sex.

In attempting to meet these

needs, the youth is directing himself toward adult life.
Fy achieving and recognizing his achievement in these areas

40

�-1

Ibid.,

p. 76.

Bossing and Cramer, p.

42
Ib1d., p. ·265 and 267.

)1.
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a s an adolescent, tte student insures greater effectiveness
1n these and related areas as an adult 1nd1v1dua i . 43
i"
..

s groups of young people are asserting themse1ves,

an atmosphere of freedom 1n whi c h to express their needs,
feelings, and opinions i s necessary.

I f the personal satis-

fac tions of fulfilling needs are not met, the youth of this
age can be ea sily frustrated.
Available adults are needed 1n the envi ronment of
the juni.or high school as the students seek friendships,
support, and answers to many questions.

The junior high school

must provide an environment that stimulates the student to
be expressive by providing him an op�ortunity to voice and
share his feelings and opinions.

Adults can sometimes increas e

the awa.reness of students by sharing experiences with them .
Priendship or support between an adult and a young person
enab1�s each to share himself .

With a great degree of social

sharing, both parties are enriched by the knowledge of the
other ' s experiences.

Enriching one ' s self in this way, the

student ' s personal frame of referenc� widens his concern to
those about him and to his future as an adult.

43van T11 , Vars, and Lounsbury,

P•

155.

CHAPTER V
GUIDANCE IN THE JUNIOR HIGH CLASSROOM
Establ1sh1ng the Classroom Climate Through
Gu1danoe Values and Objectives
Teaching 1s mainly concerned with d1reot1ng the student ' s
learning in some way .

When pupils are learning, and reel that

they are , discipline problems are usually avoided.

A feeling

that one i s learning and succeeding 1n a claaa helps even the
poorest aelt-1mage .

Children and adults will reach out

further to learn when the amount of ta1lure has been extremely limited.

"'

The essence or a guidance system i s its direction to
helping each individual develop an understanding or himself
and grow through his own resourc e s .

Discovering one ' s own

talents tends to extend one ' s feeling of " personal satis,..

faction . " -

Guidance must be an adjunct of teaching in

every classroom if learning 1 s to take place.
Guidance values 1n the Jun1or high cla•aroom are never
1n opposition to good teaching procedures .

However, i t 1 s

frequently thought that the teacher muat be concerned with
teaching the subject matter or be concerned with the pupil s ,
but not a combination o r the two .

..

Glyn Morri s , Guidance 1 n t.h·� Clr::r: .-�room
-Yr·:
ck : l•!r:tc:m il.1 nvi Cn . , � ·-:n� , .!:-- • J - .; •
J

"T ·"' - '
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goal is for the student to be stimulated into self activity,
and not just to accept the information willingly given by
the teacher, 3
Many teachers have always attempted to respect students
and to create an atmosphere where everyone reels comfortable
and worthwhile,

Some or them would be surprised to learn they

are using guidance objectives and procedures in their classrooms,
Ways to Develop a Positive Climate for Learning
Undoubtedly, the emotional atmosphere of the classroom
arrects the growth and responses of everyone within the room.
Junior High classrooms , regardless of the time of day, can be
very positive and oalm in nature.

Different types of actions

are proposed to achieve positive relationships in a learning
situation.
The first oons1deration is respect for each student ,
that is, acceptance of the student as he 1s now.

Everyone

needs to be valued and accepted for h1s own particular abilities
and talents at the present time , as well as for what he oan be
come .

Negative remarks in evaluating his effort , such as

negative responses to low grades , reinforce the student's
idea - of failing.

1n
Hi

Realization of the freedom to make mistakes

3James M . Lee and Michael J , Pallone, Gu1s1a
noe and CounselMoGraw
Foundations and Processes (New York •
Schools•

f in

1 , 1966) ,

P•

129.

- 34 Doesn't

1s far different than a growing reeling of failure.

everyone secretly wish to feel at ease when inability is
shown on the blackboard.?

Wouldn ' t i t be great to reel Talued

as a learning person while making blunders?
entitled to security,

•A person 1 •

independent o r adequacy . "4

A major purpose of education 1s to bring about positive
change in Maeoepted"
in ab1 11t1es,

1nd1v1dual s .

With learning comes ohange
r'

skills , understanding, and awareness,

Fear prevents spontaneous action.

Failure in the olassroom-

academi oally or socially--leada to personal d1 soomtort ,

oontus1on,

and r1nally retreat trom the role of an etfeot1ve atudent .

In

dividual attect1on from and aooeptano e by the teacher ensures
1nnersecur1ty,
years .

particularly in the first ot the junior high

A feeling of security enables the student to take

chances without fear ot making a mistake .

A reeling or

se

curity gives young people the freedom to change their behavior
/

pattern much more easily�

To keep the interaction among peers and between teachers
and students as creative ae possible, muoh understanding and
warm responsiveness between the teacher and the students 1 •

necessary.

Through creative interaction,

hr
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of inadequacy is lessened. ?

To promote a working relation

ship, each student ' s behavior needs to be observed and
responded to 1n an individual and understanding way.

The

teacher' s awareness of his own actions in relationship to
the students cannot be underestimated 1n motivation of the
adolescent.
Another prime consideration 1n eliminating an
adolescent ' s fear of inadequacy is the ability ot the teacher
to set realistic goals for the class.

Knowledge of the

different roles students can play and of their individual
standing in their peer groups, in addition to sensitivity to
the student ' s own image, 1s invaluable to the teacher in
building a workable interaction with the class .

It i s

exceedingly important that the teacher be attentive to the
feelings of pupils, that he look beyond their actions and
statements .

Knowing how adolescents in general view things

enables the teacher to predict a parti cular young person ' s
next move (without eliminating his willingness to be sur
prised by his actions ) , and thus to be prepared to assist
him in his development .

The desired relationship between

teacher and pupil corresponds to the pupil ' s aooomplishments
or actions of selt-deteat.

The teacher-student relationship

channels the pupi l ' s self•image into coni"rontation with positive
challenges , or into avoiding them.

8

? Johnson, Busacker, and Bowman , p. 8 2 .
0

Hennan Peter and Gail Farwell, Gu1dance a A Developnental
( Chioago a
Rand McNally, 1 959 ) , P• 1 0 3 .

Approach ,

- 3� -

If the student recognizes his positive attribut e s , he
may be encouraged to pursue other skills.

Quite often, a

student ' s weaknesses draw more attention than his ab1 11t1ea.

9

Providing the adolescent with exploratory experiences shows
trust on the part of the teacher, and creates personal 1n
volvement . 1

0

In order to adapt the 1natruot1on to the 1nd1v1dual,
assigning tasks which the pup11 himself 1 s helped to see as
meaningful and worthy of attempting i s ot major importance
1
in the 1nd1v1dual ' s successful social and academic aoceptance . 1
This i s not always easy, for aome teachers feel they must
M t reat everyone the same . "
Devoting d.iff erent lengths of time to d1ff erent programs
in the classroom can provide students with some of the variety
they need.

Equal time tor all subjects and aot1v1t1ea oom

mun1oates an emphasis in the subject matter rather than an
interest in the student .

Variable program periods give

dignity to the work and efforts of students .

12

Children do not measure love , nor do they want the
same form of love as another.

Youths want , as everyone doe s ,

9strang and Morri s , P • 5.
1 0Lee and Pallon e , pp. l)J -4 .
1 1 strang and Morris , p . 5 .
12van

Til, Vars, and Lounsbury, p . 1 8 0 .
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a unique love, or as in the classroom, a relationship that
assists ·them � 1 3

A guarantee of explanation and program of

assignments from the teacher helps far more than the s imple
task might indicate.
Sufficient instruction i s necessary for the student
to perform many assignments adequately.

Adequate explan

ation, however, need not eliminate suggestions that students
seek out , for themselves , areas ot special interest.

By

providing time for students especially motivated to be
creative in a particular area of interest can provide

a

unique opportunity for an individual to experience personal
sati sfaction and joy in constructive work . 1 4
Even when an underatanding atmosphere i s obtained, all
adolescents will not be comfortable with suoh an environment .

Sharing feelings and exchanging democratic dialogue

may be extremely painful for some. 1 5

The teacher will usually

soon realize that he must be extraordinarily attentive to
such students as an adult sounding board .

Providing this

climate may not produce immediate positive behavior, but
it will provide the adolescent with an opportunity to test
new values as well as old ones .

In this climat e , the student

1 �Dr. Halm G.- Ginott , Between Parent and Child,
Un1versitya
Avon Books , 1 965).

( New York s

1 4strang and Morri s , p. 8 .
1 5 1ra Gordon , The
eaoher as a Guidance Worker, New York s
Harper and Brothers , 1 9 5 ) P• 20
4.

�
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w111 · u sually tend to feel tree to experiment with his
feel ings , and hopefully, may learn that the way 1n which
he treats others affeote how they react to him.

Once he

has di scovered thi s , he· can also learn that he can in
fluence his env1ronment . 1

6

D1so1pl1ne--A M eans to Appropriate Behavior
or great a1gn1f icanoe to the atmosphere 1n the class
room is the manner in which discipline is carried out.
Discipline has numerous meanings , ranging from punishment
to self-regulation.
is a positive forc e .

In the context of guidanc e , d1soipl1ne
Discipline assists the individual in

developing appropriate behavior.

To this end, discipline

is goal oriented. 1 7
I t 1 s considered dehab111tat1ng 1n a guidance con�ext
to consider d1ao1pl1ne as a form of punishment or obedienc e .
Discipline, 1n the frame work of a guidance program , i s
directed t o order and contro l , but mainly self control.
The setting of limits or the use of discipline must always
have a purpos e . 1

8

D1sc1pl1ne in the junior high school i s necessary for

1 6Robert A. Blees and Staff of the First Community
sel1pg with Teenagers , ( Ph1ladelph1a a
Church , Co
Fortress
Press , 1 96 , p . 28.

ST

1 7 Lee and Pallone , p. 1 3 6 .
1 8 strang and Morri s , p . 8 1 .
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protecting the rights of each person 1n the particular small
or large gr.oup.

To a1d youths 1n developing self-regulation,

along with self-assertivenes s , the following general guidance
procedures are of particular benefit to the junior high
teacher •
1.

study the meaning of the child ' s behaTior.

2.

Be aware of his talent s .

J.

Reward h1s effort s .

4.

Help him to learn how an individual can influence
a group.

5.

Assist him with 1ndiv1dual relationshi p s .

I t i s common for early adolescents to view themselves in relat1onship to the adult ' s evaluation of them.

With this 1n

mind , the adult can strengthen the child ' s image by demonstrat1ng a belief in his ability to do well and in a
disc iplined fashion.

Often the student will insert his own

appropriate behavior in a self -regulated manner . 1 9
Sometimes the best background for the counselor or
teacher who takes over the child ' s own task of self-regulation
is knowledge of the student ' s or student s ' feeling s .

Using

external d1sc1pl1ne requires good reasons and demooratl c
skill 1 n setting limits for others.

S etting 11mite on an

adolescent ' s acts must be done without hysteria.
be given the reason for the limitation.

He must

Statements such as

A Radical Ap roach to Child
1 9A . s . Nel l , Summerhill •
Rearing ( New York s
Hart Publishing Compa.ny, 966), pp. 155-16 2 .

t

- �.I� -

" '.Jo

1t ,

and

don ' t argue"

" f; ecaus e

I

said

youth from learning anything from the

so" ,

the autocrat ,

In � h i s s i tuation,

functioning on his own whim s .

Continual questioning o f himself about
ness

to a student ' s actions

1 s of

his

ing t h e pupils with handling t h e i r emotions.

?. O

the role of disci plinarian must be aware o f his

1.

What will
refuses

2.

responsive-

prime importance to

teacher o r counselor in developing adequate skill

m i sbehavior and make a value

the

s i tuation and frus-

tration because his feelings are not valued.
the adult plays

prevent

the

in a s s i st

The person in
reaction

to

judgment on i t .

I do as a d 1 s c 1 p l 1 nar1an if

the

pupil

to accept my original limi t s ?

I s my d i s c ipline necessary for the pupi l ' s growth
and protection?

3.

Why

4.

How anxious

5.

Do

should o r must the pupil obey?
I for the

a.m

I reco�ni z e that the

many of h i s choices do
except himself?
'1'o

some persons ,

infringe upon anyone

these questions Dlay at f i rst
Simpl y ,

behe.v ior has

be
conse-

The d 1 s c 1 pltnarian must understand l: 1 s role i n the

" consequE"nc e s . "

20

succeed or obey·?

student ' s behavior and
not

?.1

puz zling and even threatening.
q uenc e s .

child to

stunm erh111,

?· 1
Ibid . ,

n.

1

A.s.

Nei l ,

.55-1 �o 2 .

n.

' 55-1 6 2 .

Certain types of external discipline break the rapport
between the adult and the adolescent .

A free atmosphere in

the classroom is most difficult to maintain without developing appropriate responses in correcting others .

Communication

can easily be broken because feelings and situations within
the classroom or activity easily develop into negative dialogue.
An

example of such 1 s the teacher, anxious for the aucoess of

the student , who constantly reminds him of a past mistake.
Another example of negative dialogue , producing conditions
1n opposition to those hoped for, is the negative reinforce
ment resulting from continual correction of a student in a
certain behavior area.

This often produce s feelings of in

feriority which prevent the very behavioral change desired. 2 2
All too frequently, teachers possessing proper attitudes
and expectations of youths , lack the skills which would
enable them to truly communicate these attitudes and ex
pectations to the young people.2J

I b1d
22----- ·

,

1

•
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2 3 Blees and Staff of the First Community Church, p. 2 8 .

CHAPTER VI
THE HOMEROOM
The homeroom program was established as a result of
both increased enrollment and departmentalization.

With a

large student load, teachers began to experience a reeling
ot separation from their classes.

When teachers specialize

1n one department , their knowledge about the events of the
These conditions cause the

school can become 11m1ted,

teachers to di sregard the students personally, 1
The homeroom was devi sed as a way to increase the
teachers • availabi lity for assisting the students in select1ng courses in keeping with their interests and ability.
this was aooomplished,

If

it was hoped that students would come

together as a united group and student morale would increase.
The homeroom was to serve as time for personal contact with
students .

2

The homeroom program has not maintained its popularity
and is now even oons1dered out ot date .

Teachers are not

prepared to undertake additional homeroom period.

Unfortu

nately, very few teachers smile when ass igned this extra
duty.

The usual reaction i s "Why me?"

Teacher training 1 s

little involved with the guidance approach underlying the

1 Bo s s1ng and Cramer, p . 1 68 .
2 Ib1d . , p. 1 6 9 .
-

,,

� t:
.
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,

homeroom concept.

..

It i s , in fact , almost contrary to their

In their training, the strength of teaoh1ng was

training.

based upon the amount of knowledge they had of the subject .
Furthermore, teachers were often not informed as to the
purpos e of the homeroom.
period.

The homeroom became just a study

Their limited training in dealing personally with

students did not include comprehensive awareness of guidance
concepts . 3
Homercom proposals became progressively outdated.

The

values and successes of the program can still be detected,
but not as widely as first pro jected.
The authors of The Junior High School , Nelson Bossing
and Roscoe Cramer, believe that the philosophy of the home
room does not fit into the structure of the subject curriculum ,
particularly at the junior high school .

They believe that the

desirable contribution or the homeroom program can and should
be built 1nto the core program as a regular class of the scho,ol
day.

In our subject-oriented education, the homeroom 1s out

of place . 4

Only with skill and experience in teaching on the

part of teachers , plus a well organized program by the school ,
does the homeroom hav-e a chanoe of success in today ' s junior
high school .

The homeroom program oan provide th� opportunity

for more teachers to understand and to experience guidance views .

3 Ib1d.

9

4Ibid . ,

�

•
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the homreoom i s to be fully utilized by the guidance

department , lines of communi cation between the homeroom
teacher and the counselor must be kept open.

With the usua.1

student-counselor ratio , the counselor ' s time i s limited.
It takes much effort and time to f i nd and develop with
students· workable procedures concerning problem s .

The home-

room advisor could be of unlimited value as a source of
information about the students . 5
Teachers are guiding students through lecture s , assignment s , programs , and d i s cussions every day.

The homeroom

provides more time for the teacher to relate to students .
Both personal and educational adjustments can be developed
further in the homeroom than in the usual clas s .

6

Another advantage of the homeroom i s the use of group
pressure.

Young p�ople influence the behavior and the goals

of each other much more than teachers influence them .

Using

the group 1n setting standards 1n a learning s ituation can
influence the pupils ' behavior much more than a judgment by
the teacher. 7
In the larger
problem .

u.s.

schools , communication i s a major

The democrati c homeroom can help w1th communication.

Student participation is the ba s i s of the homeroom program .
Today ' s students are asking for more time in which to learn to

5 Johnson, Busacker, and Bowman, p. 6 7 .
6Ross , p. 1 3 .
7Ib1 d . ,

P•

10.

-

.. .

I
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understand each other, for democratic action in the schools ,
and for pe.rticipa.tion in decisions that affect them.

The

homeroom can be used as a time to develop understanding and
better human relations between groups and race s .

The homeroom

can be a place to dispel complacency through experimentation.
Knowledge of the limitations of the homeroom program
aids the teacher in viewing the homeroom with a more positive
attitude and achi eving greater awareness of its and his
success . a
The teacher should inform the students of the benefits
of the homeroom also.

They should know of its OPJ><?rtunities

for individual expression, student unity, and the possibility
of the foundation of school. spiri t .

This period belongs to

I t 1 s their time to discover their influence

the students .

on the school and to talk about the things they enjoy and
should expres s .

Rules are few for this period.

With the intention of making homeroom discussions as
exciting as possible, teachers often immediately take up
the problems of dating , even though they are not prepared
to talk about sex.

Many teachers feel that sex and dating

are the only topics students want to discuss.

They believe

that if they do not OOTer these area s , students will not be
eager to explore other areas. 9

8 Ibid. , P • 1 '.3 .
9Ib1d.

,
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:
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CHAPTER VII

The Core Curriculum
For the purpose ot providing the types ot experiences
that are needed to learn effective social living 1n a dmnocrat1c
society,

a core curriculum has been developed ,

w1th the homeroom program .

1

It

often 1n competition

1s a program wh1oh seeks to

develop the 1nd1v1dual oapac1 t1es by stimulating the student ' s
special

interests and by encouraging him to cooperate w1th a

group in problem-solving aot1v1ties and in learning to understand
personal and social problems common to all students .
A • core curriculum•

2

provi des the structure on which a

guidance-based clas sroom climate can grow.

Simpl y ,

it provides

the opportunity for students to participate 1n matters that perta1n to them.

In this kind of class

structure,

students have a

choice and vo1oe in matters that are partioularly pertinent to
them.

The students are ,

envi ronment .

therefore ,

1nflueno1ng their school

The concern in the core ourr1culwn classroom 1 s

with intelligent living.

Reasons tor Setting up the Core CUrr1oulum
in the Junior High School
The core course has evolved as an attempt to meet the
increasing demands placed upon students .

1

Bossing and Cramer,

2

p.

1 59 .

,

""."' . ·

Aside from various
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Roy Willey and w. Melvin Strong, Group Procedure s in
Guidance
( New York e
Harper and Brothers , 1957) p. 3 9 5.
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subjects provided in secondary schools ,

little has been done

to design the school program to meet the needs ot each 1nd1vidual .

The subject matter curriculum has been the one method

of u.s. educat ion.

In the 1 solated subject-matter class ,

the

student ha s usually been inactive , with the exception ot written
work,

which 1 s often meaningle s s to the student s .
The olas• period i n the core system i s actually two and

one-halt

claes periods ot the typical

subject-matter program .

Junior high school teachers are thus better able to attempt the
task of adjuat1ng the school program to the adolescent rather than
vice versa.

By design,

the core olass 1 e more flexible than

the subjec t-matter c la s s ,

too ,

thus allowing tor 1nd1v1dual

d1ff erences and challenges and helping to increase student
activities in the classroom.
Core bas often replaced the functions of the homeroom 1 n
the

junior high school.

In tact,

development of the core

curriculum has been attributed to teachers ' and admini strators '
di sfavor ot hoaeroom s .

3

Even though core has taken over the

functions of the homeroom ,
youth and society.

both programs meet problems common to

In the olassroom a ,

the students share their

views and understanding ot the feel ings and difficulties they
experi ence.

J

Within the core structure ,

Edward Krug,
Brothers ) , p . 91.

CUrr1oul.g Planning

emphasis

i s placed upon

( New York•

Harper and

- L�S
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common and individual problems and interest s , and upon solving
problems that students have developed an awareness of.

4

The core curriculum 1s designed as a natural means or
focusing upon personal and social problems .

Young persons are

offered a mature way of sharing and understanding problems of
their age group during their adolescent transition period.
.
5
A different educational level 1s also established.
The core curriculum is a less dramatic break from the
practices of the elementary level for the student.

With the

core curriculum in the junior high school , the transition into
the departmentalized secondary school curriculum can be more
gradual.

Core , thus , acts as a transitional educational agent .

The informal classroom in the elementary school is similar to
the leadership shown by the teacher in developing a personalized
6
relationship with each student .
In the core class , there are more opportunities for
students to be group leaders than in the subject-matter class
where the leader is almost always the teacher.

For example,

the olass oould have ten different committees and ten committee
chairmen.

If the opportunities for group pro jects are fully

met , team motivation and discipline are usually very effective.

4

Willey and Strong, P• 3 95.
5Nelson Bossing, " Core in the Junior H1gh School , ••
High
School Joyrnal, XLIII ( January, 1960 ) , p . 1 28 .
6
Ib1d
....
....
..
... . ' l .
·

.. ,, ..,,
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- •
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Grou-p work

promotes

democrat i c and

rotating leadership,

tolerance of weakne sses , and individual differences , because
i t suppli es a basis for democratic performances .

7

Ability grouping i s contrary to the principles and frame
of the core curriculum.

To acquire the characteristics and

objectives of the core program , a natural social s i tuation i s
necessary.

This i s because in the core classroom , behavior 1 s

of more s i gn i f i cance than the acquiring of facts.

8

has

Small groups give the shy student , or the student who

d i f f i culty expressing himself , an opportunity to express himself
with greater ease.

A slow learner can be placed with a few

ttlp

students in a spec:!.f1c core to learn how to make preparations
and how to organize material.

From learning how to organize

material and how to define concept s ,
will be able to handle average work.

perhaps the slow learner
9

To meet the needs of students ,

each with a different

leve l , a flexible curriculum i s required.

Core curri culum

maturity
is a

way to work with each student ' s development stage , and with the
personal problems of each,

in a mature and natural

relationship.

10

In addition to opportun i t i e s for developing interacting
social relationships , the ccre curriculum gives junior high

?van T i l , Vars , and Lounsbury , Modern Education for the
Junior H igh School, P• 2 6 5 .
8 crace Wright , 11Cor� Curriculum and Develoµnent 1
Problems
and Practic es , " u . s . Cff1ce of Educat ion Bulletin No. 5 ( Washington •
Government Printing Off i ce , 1. 952).
9van Til , Vars , and Lounsbury , p .

10

Ibid. , P •

2 64.

2 64.

students an opportunity to develop an awareness of their
abili t i e s and to see these efforts appreciated.

Within the

core environment , a student ' s peers and hi s teacher oan reinforce his positive attributes .
·

In the subject-matter curriculum , extracurricular activities

are generally the only emotional outlets provided for the students
by the school.

Extending freedom of expression is a goal of

the core program .
outle t .

Core uses individual exp:1ression as an emo t ional

11

I n the give and take of the core program , students learn
of their peers '

interests and talent s .

Various abilities and

student contributions which should not be used in a subject-matter
clas sroom can be called forth.
It i s usually clear to the student in the core curri culum
that learning i s an immediate need, for what he l earns he puts
to use .

Often junior high students with their self-oriented point

of view are dubi ous about the usefulness of what they learn, or
about how much they will remember.

As soon as students are

successful in a subject area, this doubtful questioning ceases.
For some students , academic success takes many years to occur.
Using what one has learned immediately can obviously bring him
extra enjoyment as well as mot ivation.

In the natural social

settin�. interest in one area often leads to interest in a related
area .

11

Wright , Bulletin No. 5 .

-
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The Characteri s t i c s of the Core Curriculum
The idea of the core pattern embraces one be. s i c psychological prem i s e s

That " learning 1 s the change or modification

of behavior through experienc e . ••

Thu s , the curriculum must

provide for experiences that will bring appropriate change 1n
behavior.

The empha s i s is upon social sharing and soetal learning

rather than on subject matter.
or

major concern in core i s the means for the pupils to

relate to social , classroom , and personal problems both current
In the process of inve stigating, a s a

and pertinent to them .

group , personal and social problems , the students not only f ind
the means necessary to arrive at a solution, but they will be
repeating comm�n experiences which reint'orce learning.

12

These

class activities should be planned jointly by students and teacher s .
Individual and group guidance i s a major part o f the core
clas s ,

so a large block of time i s given to individual guidance

and group guidance objectives , au.ch as developing rapport between
students and teachers , and knowing the pupil s ' interest s , back
ground , and ab1 l i t i es .

13

12
T . T . Herrick, " Common Learning, the W11a t , Why , and How , "
Clearthg House , XX I I I (May, 1 949 ) , pp. 5 29-3 1 •
13
Bos sing and Cramer , p . 1. 63 .

.
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najor Concepts
�f
" Guidance
of

is

of Guidance a s

Integral Farts

the Core Curr1culu..�

ba s e d upon

the same nsycholoe;1cal principle

individual differences and l earning as core . "

In bot h ,

the f 1 r s t concern i s lTi t h the present and future needs of the
students .

E�ch emphasizes the need of desirable behavior

patterns �rhich \·.- ill gain the 1nd1v1 dual freedom from self , and
help him to become a happy and responsible member of society.
Core stresses present experi ences in learning rather
than an accumulation of facts and dsta as in the subject
matter curriculum.
social,

In the core educational setting,

personal ,

and societal problems are vi eired as educational problems

in which concern i s necessary to put learning at the di sposal
of

e£:.ch s tudent .

Guidance ,

11lce core ,

solving a student ' s problem s .

i s directed toward re

The core program ' s

periods of

lei sure i s time spent in 1nd1vidual 1z1n� the cla s s for each
s tudent . j 4
of

A major obj ective of guidance

the school for the student . 1 5

is individualization

In the core program , howev e r ,

student intervi e"tts are ind1 v1dua.11zed f o r each child, more than
in p::roup guidan c e .

i'iaxlmum attention i s g1ven to the student ' s

ne ed s .
Core i s a means o f prov1 d 1n� educational guidance ,

that

i s , helping the student to become self-directed in solving

14
Ibld, ,

P•

1. 5Johnr:on ,

278.
Busacker, and Bo\'nnan, p.

17.

- 53 problem s .

teacher of the core class faces many gui danc e

·rhe

respons i b i l i t i e s .
t h e studentc

In core ,

student

age

The

d i s cover hi s problem s ,

in relation to his needs ,

group . 1 6

I n the core

relationship wit�

both rely upon the person-to

is fundrunenta l .

person theo ry of guidanc e .

in guidanc e ,

as

teacher of

core helps

the

develop new a t t i tudes or skills

and ad just to the problems of h 1 s
class

the t eacher may constantly

shift between concern with the student s '

needs

or concern with

subject matter.
Seeing the

problems and needs of

students and seeking a

workable plan to fulfill their needs requires a great amount
of

Core class

time.

time

1 s usually two and a half

periods.

Teachers can also use thi s time for grouping of adolescents
with cotl!D.on probl eus.
many guidance conta ct s .
s tudent

The co�e class
Because the

time

is

long enough for

core teacher s e e s the

in a different relationship each day,

understand him even better thar. the

he or she may

couns elor.

17

Factors for a Successful Core Program
All too frequently the teachers are not
democra t i c part i c ipation 1n a
may lead,

junior high classroom.

but in the core program ,

�roup dynam i c s .

they will

Children u s e the group ,

j 6F.o ss1n� and Cramer , pp. 278-2 8 0 .
17

Ibid . ,

p.

280.

prepared for
Teachers

need to know

so the

teacher also

- 511- -

needs an understanding of group dynam i c s .

The traditional

technique for the first three neeks of school ,
destroys the support of the cla s s .

18

11Be Tough! 11 ,

Other factors i n a successful core progre.m includes an
understanding of the procedures of core by the faculty, an
agreement as to it s meri t , and an intention of using the pr1n c1ples of core 1n every classroom.
i s needed to �uide the proe·ram .

A coordinator of curri culum

Another concern i s the develop-

ment of techniques used in pupil-teacher shared decisions for
the c la s s .

A study group i n the core program would help nroduce

collectiv·� thinking and more understanding w1 thin the school. 1 9
Pro��..ms should be planned so as to ensure variety each year.
Paradoxically,

2

0

because teachers and students together

determine the class activ i t i e s , more planning by the teacher
i s necessary in the core program than in oth'2:r programs .
ideas come forth in group participation.

More

In this situat ion ,

the teacher must be alert in order to predict as many or their
'

suggestions a s possible. 21

1 8nonald D1nkmeyer, "Classroom Relations , 11 ( A speech given
at a nroblem solving seminar , Alfred Adler Institute , Chi cago ,
February 22 , 1 969 ) .
1 9 Gertrude Noar , The Jun or H1 h School i
( Englewood Cliffs , l\T . J . a Prenti c e Hall , 1 9 5 3 ,

2 0ve.n Til , Vars , and Lounsbury , P •
233 .
21

Ibi d . ,

P•

229.

rroda
P•

and Tomorrow
.55.
1
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The

'1an�ln� in core must be �er the entire l•ftf:th of the

e1&Re, on s da11�, wea�ly, and e..eeter 'haals.

The progt"am

muBt be Yari ed in order to meet the 1nd1Y1dual needtf and to
d twelo� a l'?"Ogresnlon tn the el• •• aet1Y1t1es.
free eore

In the completely

pro�, students still have to follow some cr1ter1a

which the t eacher decides upon beforehand.

7eaohers usually

select eerta1n or1 t e r1a tor the students to follow,

euch as the

follow1n�•
1.

·�he majro1ty o'f the students aust be interest ed 1n
order to make the

work a claee project.
the class.

2.

1'he work muet be und erstood by

3.

The work mu st be new and unique to the students.

4.

The work shoul� not last more than eeYen weeks.

5.

It shoul� have enough 1ntomat1on tor reeearoh by
different F.'?'OUP9 •22

The que-st 1<">n 1 a otten ra 1 aed as to which t s the best
core prograrJ for the etudent ,
In

a

the structured or the unstructured .

structured program ext>er1ences, wh1oh the student might

otherwise m1as, are �lanned.

In the unstructured. pro�ram ,

studentR nre given more freedom to ohoo•• what they w111 study
and the nanner 1n whi ch they 1f111 study 1t.23
c ore v .

The structured

unstructured core i s not really the queat1on.

The

- 56 The question i s ,

0 Eow much structure?"

the class must be the students ..

o wn ,

and answers of adul ts are needed.

The exneri ences in

bu t the thou�h ts ,

Be�a.n s� of

of structure may vary with different grouj)s

c�

t"li s ,

id.ea.s,

the a.mount

ind:'!. v1r1ua.ls. 2

4

Advantages and Di sadvantages of Cooperative Planning
There are both advantages and disadvantages to cooper.: tive
planning.

1.

Some of the advantages are a
Student s , when personally involved in choos1n.v their

learning activities,

become better motivat e d .

Cooper

e.ti ve plar1n1ng also sets the stage for changes of
att itude and behavior.
2.

The nlanning together of activities in the classroom
i s pra c tic e in democracy.

3.

rhrough coopera.tive planning,
independent

students become �ore

in decision making and a.re better dis

posed to accept responsibility.
4.

The teachers become better acquainted with the students,
because the students reveal more of themselves i n a
democrat i c setting.

5.

1.fi th cooperative planning, more act1 vi t i e s allow for
individual d i fferenc e s ,

since the pu� 1 1 s �ive nore

direction to their own activi t i e s .

2 4Bo i: rn 1 n.� and. Cramer,

"Ou.

1 66 - 7 .
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,,

o.

.better decisions and

wider ran�e of

a.

part1c1pa.tinr;. 25

because more people are

Some po s s ible di sadvantages to
1.

them �.re made

cooperative planning are t

Cooperative planning requires an extraordinary teacher
nna

i s more d i f f i cult to carry out than tradi tional

clas sroom methods .
2.

Cooperative planning requires more and better plannin�
by the teacher.

3.

Students may refuse to

4.

A feeling of frustration sometimes results over the

share

in planning.

amount of time consumed.
5.

Students may seek the

6.

some group members may become dependent upon the group ,
or to

the contrary ,

eas iest

problems

some may not work,

to solve .

and the

rest of

the group may cover this up.

7.

Teachers may a t t em-pt to

seem democra t i c ,

attempting to manipulate the clas s .

wh i l e reall�f

The end result

be determined by the teacher in the course of

can

student

tee.cher planning s e s s 1ons . 2 6

8.

•reachers are not

trained in worlting cooperatively w1 th

student s .

25van T i l ,
2 6 I b1d . ,

P•

Vars ,
26 0 .

and Lounsbury ,

P•

2 57 .

- 5fi -

bn abl e to

Ek>mc teachers may not

9.

tracH t 1 onal
P.y havl ng

a

break away fron t r. e

classroon methods . 2 7

knowledge

of the se po s s l ·i)lP. ltr11 ta tio:ns , the

student and the teacher ca.n. find prevent ive measures to bypa s s
them.

The poss ibl e di sadvantages do no t result

cooperative

planning itself ,

as

from lack of

much cooperative planning takes
be given.
secure

in

1n.viting students to

l s alree.ct.y frunilia.r. 2

hi �h student who

.�unio!

teacher must .

tween two activi t i e s .

should be concrete

.S i n c e

J.er.r:th;y

;rouuB ,

be

but

the

j_ nt en s e .

becorn. e very
To

small way,

just as

such

as

l imi teG. to

cooperative
the inex-

should be

lirai ted

selec t�.ng be-

coo perative

ski ll s ,

so mistakes will not be too

the

costly •

r.>1£Jnr,1ng: should not be attempt ed. wtth inex-

uerie�cad

a�e .

8

inexperienced at

At thi s level of

tasks

ce.n

ci.

is

in planning in sub j ':" ct

At f :trst, class rr.embers

1r1 sel ec t ing the a c t 1vi t i e s ,

short,

r>efure

skill.

certain advice should

part i ci pate

planning must start planning i n
per1enced

much f rom

Undoubtedly the inexperienced teacher will f e e l more

e.rea.s w·1 th whi ch he
The

plac e ,

as

� e s s i ons with a beginninG group should
Planning,

d i s coura,c;i nr; to

becaus e o f the tin e

student s

of

inv·ol ved ,

juni o r r·1gh Gc:t':oC> l

overcome thi s , the teacher can vary the aJTIOUnt of

2"'

' Lauren A . Van Dyk e , "How Effect ive is Core Curri c ulu"!J:! i n
t h e Junior F1gh Scho0l ?'' , The Bulletin of the l' Ia t io nE.t l A s s o c i � t i o n
o f 3econdary School Princi ule s , XXXVI I I (Apri l , 1. 9 54) , pp. 165-72 .
?. 8

van '1'11 1

Vars ,

and Lounsbury,

P•

26 0 .
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by Hork1ng on
The

speed

in

can break U'.1 t}·,e

rlr-nnins:; and

plr.� nnln:·:·

ir.c!lrectly connected wl th

t1�1nr:;s

set for the

class

of t h e c l a s s can f o l lo�·T·

shoul·"l

?rom

ti-:'.e

the pJ.a\� !·1� n:� .

be that which the m a j o r i t y

e:A..--p e rience tl:e t ea cr. er

id.11

l earn wl;en to 1 ncreas e o r d e c rec. s a tl�e pnc e . 2 9
In

the core

and choosinF the

nrogran ,

students pa.rt i c i pv.te

class ac t iv i t i es .

In doing

them s el 'ff B S wit� the lee.ming acti v1 t i e s ,
undertake more respons1 b i l l t y ,
0 1 s c 1 pline prol:-1 ens

d.ecrea.se

a.nd. ar e 1.-1ill i11;.,

they s e t

mo t i ve.t ing

For the

her clnss

class meribers belnp.: responsible

same reasons ,

to

to

the

produc e . J O

the

team

in

teacher
her

I n s t ead

teacher o nl y ,

become respons1 1::l e for nnd motivated by t h e i r groups ,
learning coope rat ive

to

their ovm { ;oals .

f o r tl1c teacher usuelly f e e l s l e s s frustra t e d

resnons ibl l i ty for
of

they i d entify

1n number when pup i l s are atter:rp t i 1 1 :�:

t o e.nswer the ir own quest i o n s .
benef it s ,

8ince

so ,

in d.evelopinr·

they

therel-y

spirit and effort . 3 1

2 9 Ibid . , 2 6 3 .
3 n .• o ..., ....
L f
C-

""' e
,!'

1 __,c; :_>
l" e

> 1 .1 1 11 1an 71 • .'\J. exander P...n d :Paul :;aJ.vi:� rs o n , f ffective .�· eA c J·" i n,·:.
in S e c ondary Schools ( ��ew York : �l. einhe.rt and Co . , 1 n
, n . 5.5.

<;?;)
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CO!\TCLUS IONS
�h�

Junior Firh School that

appro a c h t o t h e students ,
nerson
Ei�h

empl o y s a humani s t i c

treating t h e adolescent a s

a

and v1 ewin.R: him as an 1mportantpart or the Junior

School

ent i t y ,

closely paral lels an effective gu1d.ance

prop:ram .
The approa ches and
ideals

inherent

in a

programs

democracy.

of

t h e s e two

Everyone

in a democracy

reco�ni ze� as a n equal with equal right s .
i s allowed
he

the freedom to

l s valued for being

a.

systems follo�

Thus ,

each student

exist as an individual,

knowing that

unique person rather than

or .. som eth1n� to be taught" .

The

,Tun ior P 1. �h School

social

h i u-h

school

student s '
reco�n1zes
of

the

i s also an experience
ideal atmosphere of

in

pro�ram of

democra c y ,

real i z e s the value of responding to

actual need s .
h i s need

After al l ,

the feel in�s of
environment ,

the

almost

for certain respons e s .

junior h i g h school

is

student .

the student i s

a stat i s t i c

In t h i s sense then, the pro c e s s

of learnln� to l i ve with others has begun .

Under this

is

every

the

living.

the
the

junior
individual

indivi dual

T h i s unique aspect

its attempt toward recognition to
Within the

junior high

school

prov ided with o nportun i t 1 e s

- 6() -
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express

h i s honest f e e l in g s .

junior h i o;h

school
It

h i s f e e l 1n�s .
o b j ectively

a

i�

1m't)lied

evaluate

feelings

ea s i l y he d i scussed

conditions where the
the

junior hi�h

students and attem�ts to

junior high

.

open to the

student.

The

The

s e l f - image .

As

c l a s s room .

and

student

student

school recognizes

the needs

is,

the

student grows and

individual ,

po s s i b i l i t i e s · become
in expres s i ng himself

contr1but1n� to the

others ,

thus ,

h e will

group,

the

to

contribute within the

involve himself

in learning ,
things .

student will be valued by

l earn to value h i m s e l f .

A s h i s feel ings about himself become po s i t ive ,
w i l l want

to

live

more

experi ences a build-up of hi s

he will recognize that h i s pa rt i c i pation influences
P.y

there w i l l

as a un i t .

several

learns

exper i e n c e s

Under t he s e

student feels freer to

the

each

can

personal growt h .

that

freely : in a trusting atmosphere ,

can

individuals

sup9ly t h e s e need s ,

school also grows

As t h i s growth occurs ,

individual who

1 s a freer a�ent .

in a group,
thus ,

the

to o b j ectively understand

common to all

i n evitably be a d. oubl e growt h s
the

expr e s s i n g him s e l f ,

th.st the

r. i s feelin�s

srar1ng o f f e e l i n g s and ,

of

Wh i l e

student attempts

In t h i s way,
more

-

with others

as

equa l s .

H e will

t h e student

be able t o

value others a s persons

rather than f o r t h e nu�ber o f talents

possessed by them .

student will be able to reach out for

The

ne� social

challenges

terms with h i s

in

inner self ,

concerned about

social

I n short ,

society.
the

1nd1v1dual

condemna t i o n .

independently decisive ,

i n com1ng to

i s able to

be

less

T h e student w i l l be

relying more and more upon

h i s own

f eeling-s.
In the
i s not based

junior h1gh schoo l ,

junior high
primary
is

It

solely on content .

for emphas i z i ng self-growth a s
school

a

has quest ioned our present belief

importance of

that

junior high

school

l earning subject matter.

l earning something . 11

that

is

the

The

subject matt e r .

important ,

Py being aware of

the

in the

No wonder
the theory

just

so he

is

importance of

junior h i g h school may ultimately conclude

the student will

accordingly.

i s not

The

The student

in complete oppo s i tion to

" what the student learns

self-d i s covery ,

i s a l s o be.sed on methods

educationally impo rtant .

considered more valuable than the

the

subject matter approach

d i s cover h i s own interests and learn

student of the future will probably not

consent to be molded a s to what he i s to learn.
As a result of

such an environment ,

p o s s i b i l i t i e s are numerou s .
prot-.a bly request
and a pproa.ch.
more open

employment

First of all ,
in a

the

many teachers would

school with t h i s

l)ecause the teachers would have

lines of

educational

communication could come

philoso phy

the

into

same goal s ,

being.

Respect and openness �etween teachers would be more

easily

- �3 -

T'
' o r·enef it

0 �ir e l oued .

could q ue s t i o n and

e3 c l-: ot�·e:r.'s tea.chin� ,

:re i n fo rc e

l ·av1ng the same ph i l o soph y ,

t'he o th e rs

Hea.1 1 z i ng that

to ,

particular method.

teachers could work to sr,e th e r to

develop methods that 't·To uld fit

Undoubt ed ly ,

'

each teacher

the pY:ilosophy.

enthus iam for t ea. c h i n� would increa s e .

t e a c h i ng. involves s o much roore than re la t i ng

or concern wi th ,

sub,1 ec t matter,

the teacher would. feel

successful and happy .

L\ ?".other po s s i b i l i ty i s that th e various teachers woul d
have the

same goals for th e student.

Thu s ,

the work of one

counselor or t�acher would not be canc e l l ed out by another.
Another po s s i bil i t y i s that the teachers will to a v ery large
0 ��ree take over and

truly be the heart of gu1dnnce

in th e

school.

The

junior h 1 � h schoo l ,

to q u e s t i rm relief
o f learn i n g a

as

1 t exists today ,

con t i nue s

in the trad1 t i onal method and a tmo sph e re

naMely, that of a highly authoritative structure

which l i m i t s the no s s 1 b i l 1 t i es and opportun i t i e s for self -growt�.
�re

d i rection of

�u1dance va l ues ,
urm·rth .

th e

junior h 1 �h

i s toward development of more

so as to allow s tud en t s to 6.evelop more eelf
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